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Extra on Face Reading-EYES 

Face/Palm Reading 

Eyes are critical in Face reading. Eyes act as governor for our face. 

EYES IN GENERAL 

Iris and pupil should be clearly defined. 

Eyes that constantly move upward is an arrogant person 

Eyes that constantly move sideway or downward are hard to believe. 

Eyes without ‘spirit’ are a worrying person. 

Rooster and Rat shapes eyes are a robber! 

Snake and Tiger shapes eyes are a killer! 

Triangle shape eyes are a vindictive person! 

Reddish eyes (whole) are a forceful killer! 

Reddish eyes (partial) are a ‘broke’ person! 

Reddish eyes (lines) are a person who is facing litigation problem! 

Greenish eyes are a healthy person (fame more than fortune though) 

Eyes that in-line with ears height is a smart person (fame more than fortune) 

Blues eyes are bad in health! 
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EYES IN SPECIFIC DETAILS 

EYES 

Eye accessing cues include movements of the eyes in certain directions, which indicate visual, auditory 

or kinesthetic thinking. 

 (Age 35 to 40) 

ACCESSING CUES  

These subtle behaviors indicate which representational system a person is using. Typical types 
of accessing cues include eye movements, voice tone and tempo, body posture, gestures and 
breathing patterns. Hence, a pattern is formed and results in a behavior. 

 

Chinese Face Reading places a great deal of emphasis on a person’s eyes. The period of a person’s 

life journey that the eye governs is from age 35 to 40. According to the western scientific approach 

known as Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) a person’s eye movements can reflect his or her 

thoughts and confidence. Certain eye movements can access information, repressed emotion, or 

even provide clues as to whether a person is telling the truth or not. While NLP is recently quite well 

known in the West, this method was actually created by the Chinese some 3,000 years ago!  

 

Eyes govern a person’s linguistic skills, senses, conscience, decisiveness, relationships with the 

opposite sex and self-esteem. Persons with good eyes have better financial management skills, 

investment opportunities and relationship management expertise.  

 

A good eye should have a firm and clear definition between the white of the eye and the iris. 

 

Visual remembered: (eyes up to the right) seeing images of things seen before, as they were. 

Questions that usually elicit this kind of processing include: "What color is your father's car?" or "What 

does your pantry look like?"  

 

Visual constructed: (eyes up to the left) imagining images of things never seen before, or seeing 

things different than they were. Questions to ask: "What would an orange hippopotamus with purple 

spots look like?"  

 

Auditory remembered: (eyes to the right side) remembering sounds heard before. Ask, "What is 

the sound of your alarm clock?"  

 

Auditory constructed: (eyes to the left side) hearing sounds never heard before. Ask, "What 

would the sound of clapping turning into the sound of birds singing sound like?"  

 

Auditory digital: (eyes down to the right) talking to oneself. Ask, "Recite the Pledge of Allegiance 

internally."  

 

Kinesthetic: (Eyes down to the left) feeling emotions, tactile sensations (sense of touch), or 

proprioceptive feelings (feelings of muscle movement). Ask, "What does it feel like to be angry?" or 
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"What is the feeling of touching a pine cone?"  

 

High-spirited eyes 

The eyes look shiny and reflective. A person with such spirited eyes is decisive and proactive since he is 

firm and confident. 

 

Low-spirited eyes 

Such eyes are indecisive, hesitant and passive since the person has low self-esteem.  

 

Watery eyes 

Such eyes are said to attract the opposite sex or are constantly in relationship problems. The problem is 

that faced with too many choices, such a person might end up with nobody in the end. 

 

Big/Round Eyes 

This refers to persons with big eyeballs (pupil plus iris). Such eyes are called child-eyes and persons 

with such eyes are naïve, curious and gullible. Such a person seldom pays much attention to details or 

fine work, is often careless, and will not keep secrets. 

 

Small Eyes 

Persons with small eyes pay attention to details and are able to keep secrets. Males with long and small 

eyes are able to have beautiful wives according to these readings. The weaknesses of small eyes are 

that at times such a person is narrow-minded and vindictive. 

 

Persons with small yet firm eyes are normally sharp in the investments arena and occasionally hold 

important positions in organizations. 

 

Long Eyes 

One of the most frequently asked questions by my students is, “Will I get rich?” The answer is they will if 

they are equipped with long eyes. Such persons are smart and determined to win. 

 

Three White Eyes 

White on 3 sides surrounds such a person’s eyeball and the eyeball is grown lower than in a normal 

situation. Such a person is ruthless and will go all out to get what he wants. Such a person is prone to 

injury, litigation problems, gang fights and accidents. 

 

This person will have a hard time finding a good and stable relationship due to his inquisitive nature. 

 

Four White Eyes 

This person’s eyeball is completely surrounded by the white of the eyes. These people tend to be more 

problematic than the ‘three white eyes’ people. Such people will have extreme habits and be difficult to 

get along with well. 

 

Bulging Eyes 

Such persons are prone to have accidents or unwanted attention. Persons with such eyes are 

hot-tempered and always involved in unwanted grievances. 
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Eyes that point downwards 

Persons with such eyes are said to have relationship problems before age 40. Poor relationship 

management and indecisiveness on making critical decisions are their major pitfall. Due to indulgence in 

relationships, such persons will neglect their career paths. Statistics show that such persons will tend to 

have more daughters than sons. 

 

Eyes that point upwards 

This is the reverse of the above. However, at times such persons end up manipulating relationships 

rather than managing them. Career-oriented and autocratic when holding power, statistics show that 

such persons will tend to have more sons than daughters. 

 

Double-folded eyelids 

Persons with double-folded eyelids tend to place great emphasis on relationships and express their 

feelings and emotions more freely. Such persons will tend to be more family-oriented. 

 

Single-folded eyelids 

This is the reverse of the above. Such persons will tend to place greater emphasis on their career as 

opposed to on relationship. Such persons like to hide their true feelings and seldom express them 

correctly. 

 

Half-closed eyes 

This is more science than anything else is, since such persons will be injured easily, especially related 

to their feet due to the likelihood of being tripped or tumbling. 

 

Please write to info@misterfengshui.com  

Your letters and comments are always welcomed! 

----Kerby KuekKerby KuekKerby KuekKerby Kuek    


